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ABSTRACT: Climate model simulations that restore SSTs in the North Atlantic have been used

to explore the climate impacts of Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV). However, despite

simulations and observations exhibiting similar North Atlantic SST anomalies, experiments with

active SST-restoring in the Tropical North Atlantic exhibit strong positive surface heat-fluxes out of

the ocean with warm SST anomalies, which is not replicated in other simulations or observations.

The upward surface heat-fluxes that are systematically driven by the active SST-restoring in the

Tropical North Atlantic are found to be crucial for generating a strong local precipitation response

and the associated remote impact on the Pacific Walker circulation; these are both absent in other

simulations. The results of this study strongly suggest that experiments employing SST-restoring

(or prescribed SSTs) in the Tropical North Atlantic exaggerate the influence of the Atlantic on

patterns of global climate anomalies and its role in recent multidecadal SST trends.
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Word count = 432621

Introduction22

Over the past 150 years or so the observed variability of sea sea surface temperatures (SSTs) over23

the North Atlantic has exhibited substantial variability on multidecadal timescales, which is often24

referred to as the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation or Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV;25

Delworth and Mann 2000; Enfield et al. 2001; Knight et al. 2005; Ting et al. 2009). The AMV26

has been linked to significant multidecadal variability in surrounding continental climate regions,27

including over North America (e.g. McCabe et al. 2004; Sutton and Hodson 2005; Hodson et al.28

2010; Ting et al. 2011; Nigam et al. 2011; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019), Europe29

(e.g. Sutton and Hodson 2003; Sutton and Dong 2012; O’Reilly et al. 2017; Ghosh et al. 2017;30

Qasmi et al. 2020) and the Sahel (e.g. Folland et al. 1986; Zhang and Delworth 2006; Mohino et al.31

2011; Martin et al. 2014). The AMV has also been linked to remote influences over the Pacific and32

East Asia (e.g. Lu et al. 2006; Zhang and Delworth 2007; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2017; Sun et al.33

2017; Monerie et al. 2018, 2019). Understanding the influence of the North Atlantic on regional34

climate is therefore important for understanding and predicting climate variability.35

Due to the relatively short observational record, many of the studies aiming to understand the36

impact of the AMV on regional climate variability have consisted of modelling studies to isolate37

and characterise the influence of the AMV. One common method is to prescribe SST boundary38

conditions in an atmospheric general circulation model and analyse the resulting climate influence39

of the AMV (e.g. Sutton and Hodson 2003, 2007; Wang et al. 2009; Simpkins et al. 2014).40

One drawback of using a prescribed SST boundary condition is that coupled ocean-atmosphere41

interactions are poorly represented and at any one location the ocean can act as an unrealistic42

source/sink of heat to the overlying atmosphere (e.g. Barsugli and Battisti 1998).43

A relatively recent development that has been used to avoid the issues around prescribed SSTs44

has been the use of coupled models in which SSTs are nudged towards some target value. An45

example of these are transient pacemaker experiments, in which the temperatures in the upper-46

ocean mixed-layer are forced towards a prescribed and evolving temperature anomaly in a particular47

region (e.g. Kosaka and Xie 2013). A more idealised approach, which has been used to assess the48

impact of the AMV are SST-restoring experiments (referred to "idealised pacemaker experiments"49
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in some studies) in which SSTs are restored towards a time-invariant SST anomaly pattern across50

the North Atlantic (e.g. Boer et al. 2016; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2017; Meehl et al. 2021). The aim51

of these simulations is to determine the influence of the SST anomalies on the broader climate52

system without breaking the coupled interactions between the atmosphere and ocean and should53

therefore be superior to prescribing SSTs in an atmosphere-only simulation. Recent studies using54

SST-restoring simulations have demonstrated an important influence of the North Atlantic on the55

large-scale circulation over the North Atlantic sector but also remote influences over the Pacific56

and Asia. Perhaps the most striking impact of the AMV in these simulations is the influence on57

the Tropical Pacific and the further associated impacts (Li et al. 2016; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2017;58

Meehl et al. 2021; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2021; Trascasa-Castro et al. 2021; Yao et al. 2021; Hodson59

et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2022).60

However, it is not clear that these SST-restoring experiments give an appropriate physical rep-61

resentation of the ocean-atmosphere interaction over the North Atlantic on decadal timescales. In62

this study we analyse the ocean-atmosphere interaction in SST-restoring simulations and demon-63

strate that, in some cases, they differ substantially from the behaviour seen in free-running coupled64

models and long observational/reanalysis datasets. These results have implications for interpreting65

the role of AMV on regional climate anomalies and global SST trend patterns in recent decades.66

Results67

SST and heat-flux relationships in SST-restoring experiments and free-running coupled68

models69

In this section we analyse the SSTs and surface heat-fluxes associated with AMV in SST-70

restoring experiments, in which the SSTs are relaxed to a target AMV SST pattern, in free-running71

coupled model simulations (i.e. CMIP6 piControl and historical) and in observational datasets72

(see Methods). We begin our analysis by examining the differences (i.e. AMV positive minus73

AMV negative) between the SSTs in SST-restoring experiments (Figure 1). The IPSL and UM74

SST-restoring experiments generally show similar SST differences, particularly over the North75

Atlantic, in all the experiments. In the AMV and AMV-ExTrop experiments, the SST differences76

are significantly positive across the entire North Atlantic (Figure 1a,b,g,h), whereas in the AMV-77
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Trop experiments the positive differences are mostly limited to the subtropical region in which the78

relaxation is applied (Figure 1d,e). The difference between the analogous positive and negative79

periods in the free-running piControl simulations are similar across all three index regions over the80

North Atlantic (Figure 1c,f,h) and are most similar to the AMV and AMV-Extrop SST-restoring81

simulations. The differences in the free-running piControl simulations are also similar to the82

observed SST anomaly pattern associated with the AMV, which are shown in Figure 1s (and is83

similar for all regions and is also similar in the CMIP6 Historical simulations; Figure S2).84

To examine how these SST anomalies interact with the atmosphere we now examine the differ-85

ences in surface heat flux, Q. This is defined here as the net surface heat flux due to long and86

shortwave radiative fluxes and latent and sensible turbulent heat fluxes with positive values being87

out of the ocean. The surface heat flux differences between the positive and negative SST-restoring88

experiments (Figure 1j-r) are generally positive in the regions in which the temperature anomalies89

are being forced in the SST-restoring simulations: the surface heat flux differences are positive90

over the whole North Atlantic in the AMV runs, positive over the tropical North Atlantic in the91

AMV-Trop runs, and positive over the extratropical North Atlantic in the AMV-ExTrop runs. One92

notable feature is the very different surface heat fluxes in the subtropical North Atlantic region in93

the AMV and AMV-ExTrop simulations, positive in the AMV experiments and small and gener-94

ally negative in the AMV-ExTrop experiments, this is despite exhibiting similar SST differences95

in this region. In contrast to the SST-restoring experiments, the difference between the positive96

and negative periods in the free-running piControl simulations are similar across all three index97

regions and exhibit a pattern that most resembles the AMV-ExTrop SST-restoring experiments,98

with positive values in the extra-tropics and negative values in the subtropics.99

We can investigate the relationship between decadal SST and surface heat-flux anomalies in100

more detail for midlatitude and subtropical North Atlantic regions by examining the scatter plots101

shown in Figure 2. The equivalent decadal anomalies for the observational datasets are shown102

by the black dots in Figure 1c,d,g,h. Here we examine the surface heat-flux anomalies but these103

are dominated by turbulent heat-fluxes and similar results are found if only turbulent heat-flux104

components are analysed (see Figures S3, S4, S6, S7). To compare across the different simulations105

more directly, we computed linear regression coefficients between the surface heat-flux anomalies106

(Qnet) and SST in the midlatitude and subtropical North Atlantic regions (shown in Figure 2i,j). The107
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regression coefficients were calculated in 140-year periods by randomly sampling decades from the108

SST-restoring experiments and across all different ensemble periods/members in the free-running109

piControl, Historical and AMIP-hist simulations.110

In the midlatitude North Atlantic there is a positive relationship between the decadal SST and111

surface heat flux anomalies in the SST-restoring experiments with active restoring (i.e. AMV &112

AMV-ExTrop), in all the free running simulations and in the observations. The only exception113

is the AMV-Trop experiment in the UM slab-ocean model, which has no active SST-restoring114

in this region so SSTs respond passively to surface heat fluxes and the relationship is negative.115

The regression coefficients are all broadly consistent with the observations in the free-running116

models and AMV/AMV-ExTrop SST-restoring experiments; a notable exception is the AMIP-117

hist simulation, which has an extremely strong positive relationship (see also the scatter plots in118

Figure S5). As such, one can conclude that the systematic relationship between the decadal SST119

and surface heat flux anomalies in the AMV and AMV-ExTrop experiments are similar to the120

behaviour seen in observations and in free-running coupled models.121

In the subtropical North Atlantic, however, there are major discrepancies between the SST-122

restoring experiments with active restoring (i.e. AMV & AMV-Trop) and the observations and123

free-running coupled models (Figure 2e,f,g,h). The AMV and AMV-Trop experiments both exhibit124

systematically positive relationships between the decadal SST and surface heat flux anomalies in125

the subtropical North Atlantic, in contrast to the observations and free running coupled model126

simulations, which overall exhibit weakly negative relationships. This is particularly clear in the127

regression plots (Figure 2j), where it is only the AMV, AMV-Trop and AMIP-hist experiments128

that exhibit a positive heat-flux associated with positive SST anomalies in the subtropical North129

Atlantic region, whereas the other simulations - including the AMV-ExTrop experiments - are130

much more consistent with the relationship estimated for the observational datasets.131

Overall, the AMV-ExTrop experiment, with SST-restoring in the extratropical North Atlantic132

exhibits characteristics of ocean-atmosphere coupling on decadal timescales over the North Atlantic133

that are consistent with free-running coupled models and observations. The AMV and AMV-Trop134

experiments, in contrast, are not consistent with free-running coupled models and observations,135

particularly in the subtropical North Atlantic region.136
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It is also of interest to examine the seasonal dependence of the SST/surface heat-flux relationships137

(shown in Figures S9 & S10). In the midlatitude region there is a positive relationship throughout138

most of the year in the AMV, AMV-ExTrop and free-running piControl and Historical simulations,139

with an increase at the start of the winter periods. This is not well constrained in the observational140

datasets but is reasonably consistent. In the subtropical region, the AMV and AMV-Trop SST-141

restoring experiments show positive SST/surface heat-flux relationships throughout the year; this142

is inconsistent with the AMV-ExTrop SST-restoring simulations and free-running piControl and143

Historical simulations, which show a positive relationship in the summer period and a negative144

relationship in the winter period. The seasonally varying SST/surface heat-flux relationship in the145

subtropical region is consistent with the observational estimates and is reminiscent of the response146

of the Tropical North Atlantic to wintertime El Nino event anomalies on seasonal timescales:147

SST anomalies are generated in winter by negative surface heat-flux anomalies and then damp148

to the atmosphere through positive surface heat-flux anomalies in the following summer (e.g.149

Alexander and Scott 2002). The seasonal dependence of the SST/surface heat-flux relationship150

show that the the AMV and AMV-Trop SST-restoring experiments are more consistent with the151

other experiments and observational data in the boreal summer season, when the positive SST152

anomalies drive upward surface heat-fluxes. This indicates that the behaviour seen in the AMV &153

AMV-Trop SST-restoring experiments is likely more realistic in the boreal summer season than in154

the boreal winter season.155

Links between the AMV and decadal precipitation anomalies156

Several studies exploring the remote influence of the AMV on the climate system have emphasised157

the influence of the SST anomalies on anomalous precipitation, ascent and associated divergence158

at upper levels (e.g. Meehl et al. 2021; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2021). The differences in precipitation159

rate between positive and negative SST periods in the SST-restoring experiments and analogous160

period are shown in Figure 3a-i. The warmer SSTs are associated with more precipitation across161

most of the the extra-tropics and the tropics in the North Atlantic. Particularly notable is the162

intensification of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) to the north of the equator in the163

Atlantic. Whilst the intensification of the precipitation in the Tropical North Atlantic region (shown164

by magenta box in Figure 3) is present in all experiments, it is much stronger in the AMV and165
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AMV-Trop experiments, in which there is active SST-restoring in the tropics. Comparison of the166

precipitation strength in the Tropical North Atlantic region in the SST-restoring and free-running167

ensembles, plotted in Figure 3j, indicates that the experiments with active SST-restoring (i.e.168

AMV and AMV-Trop) can support substantially higher precipitation anomalies than in simulations169

without active SST-restoring.170

To examine the relationship between the SSTs and the precipitation in the Tropical North Atlantic171

across the different simulations we computed linear regression coefficients between the decadal172

anomalies (shown in Figure 3k). For the SST-restoring experiments, the precipitation response173

to a given SST anomaly is substantially higher in the experiments with active SST-restoring (i.e.174

AMV and AMV-Trop) than in simulations without active SST-restoring (i.e. AMV-ExTrop). An175

interpretation consistent with this behaviour is that the SST-restoring acts as a constant source176

of heat in the Tropical North Atlantic in this region, such that the positive surface heat-fluxes177

(out of the ocean; c.f. Figures 1j,k,m,n & 2j) support more intense convection (and associated178

heating) in the atmosphere of the Tropical North Atlantic. In the absence of active SST-restoring,179

positive SST anomalies on average support increased precipitation in the Tropical North Atlantic,180

however in the absence of restoring heat-flux there are no upward surface heat fluxes to support any181

strong precipitation response. Similar results are found for an index of the inter-hemispheric SST182

gradient (shown in Figure S11) with a higher sensitivity of precipitation to the inter-hemispheric183

SST gradient found in the experiments with active SST-restoring (i.e. AMV and AMV-Trop).184

Therefore, the SST-restoring in the Tropical North Atlantic seems crucial for driving the strong185

positive surface heat-fluxes associated with warm SSTs, which is inconsistent with those seen186

in free-running models and observational data, and that these positive surface heat-fluxes are187

responsible for the stronger precipitation response seen in the SST-restoring experiments.188

Remote decadal links between the North Atlantic and Pacific189

To assess the remote influence of the AMV in the different experiments we now analyse the190

large-scale atmospheric circulation anomalies in these experiments. We first focus on the influence191

of the AMV on the Pacific Walker circulation, which has been highlighted in several previous192

studies. The decadal Pacific walker circulation anomalies (defined as the SLP difference across193

the Indo-Pacific region, following e.g. Vecchi et al. (2006)) are shown in Figure 4. For the194
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experiments with active SST-restoring in the Tropical North Atlantic, AMV & AMV-Trop, there195

is a significant strengthening of the Pacific Walker circulation on average, in response to the196

positive SST anomalies. The anomalous La Nina-like SST anomalies seen in the Tropical Pacific197

these simulations (i.e. Figure 1a,b,d,e) and in similar SST-restoring simulations are consistent198

with coupling to the strengthened Pacific Walker circulation and associated Trade winds (e.g.199

Meehl et al. 2021; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2021). In contrast, there are much weaker anomalies in200

the AMV-ExTrop experiments with no significant changes in either of the experiments. The free-201

running simulations systematically show the opposite link to the AMV, with positive SST anomalies202

associated with a weakening of the Pacific Walker circulation and El Nino-like SST anomalies in203

the Tropical Pacific (i.e. Figures 1c,f,i & S12, S13); there is no clear seasonal dependence on the204

sign of the response, though the changes are generally stronger during the boreal winter (Figure205

S14). This varies somewhat depending on the defined AMV region, however, overall it is evident206

that the strengthening of the Pacific Walker circulation in the AMV and AMV-Trop experiments is207

clearly not favoured in the free-running simulations, despite the presence of similar SST anomalies.208

In the free-running coupled models, there is substantial spread in the relationship between SST209

and heat-flux in the subtropical North Atlantic (i.e. Figure 2g,h), indicating that decades with210

positive SST and surface heat-flux can occur despite not dominating the overall relationship (as in211

the AMV and AMV-Trop experiments). Therefore, it is of interest to examine the periods in the212

free-running simulations in which the SST and heat-flux are both positive or negative and compare213

these with the SST-restoring experiments. Composite differences between positive SST/heat-flux214

decades and negative SST/heat-flux decades in the subtropical North Atlantic (shown in Figure215

S15) reveal that, despite the positive heat-flux anomaly, there are El Nino-like SST anomalies in216

the Tropical Pacific and an anomalously weak Pacific Walker circulation, very similar to the full217

AMV differences (i.e. Figures 1c,f,i & S12, S13). Therefore, even when positive SSTs occur in218

conjunction with positive heat-fluxes in the free-running models they do not resemble to large-219

scale global patterns seen in the SST-restoring experiments and might instead be associated with220

variability local to the Tropical North Atlantic that does not influence the Tropical Pacific.221

The strength of the response of the Tropical Pacific in the SST-restoring experiments has been222

linked to the injection of moist static energy into the upper troposphere through deep convection223

over the Tropical North Atlantic in the multi-model study by Ruprich-Robert et al. (2021). The224
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results presented here show the strongest precipitation anomalies over the Tropical North Atlantic225

in the AMV and AMV-Trop experiments are associated with a strengthening of the Pacific Walker226

circulation, whereas the weaker precipitation anomalies seen in the AMV-ExTrop and the free-227

running coupled simulations are not associated with any strengthening of the Pacific Walker228

circulation. In the AMV and AMV-Trop experiments the active SST-restoring in the subtropics229

seems to be essential to drive the strong positive surface heat-fluxes (from positive SST anomalies)230

in the subtropical North Atlantic; these are in turn responsible for driving the strongest precipitation231

anomalies and the remote response in the Tropical Pacific. The systematically positive surface232

heat-flux anomalies driving the precipitation anomalies are inconsistent with the behaviour seen in233

free-running coupled model simulations and also with the observational estimates, which suggests234

that the influence of the AMV on the Tropical Pacific is unrealistic in the AMV and AMV-Trop235

SST-restoring experiments.236

Examining the role of the Tropical Atlantic in recent multidecadal SST trends237

The use of SST-relaxation experiments has been used in the Tropical Atlantic region to examine238

the role of the the North Atlantic on global warming patterns. One notable study by Li et al.239

(2016) used experiments with SST-restoring in several regions and compared the responses to SST240

trends over recent decades and found that the SST-restoring over the Tropical Atlantic compared241

well with the observed warming pattern. Our analysis to this point indicates that SST-restoring242

in the Tropical Atlantic and the associated surface heat-fluxes may lead to unrealistic results, so243

in light of this it is of interest to re-visit the role of the Tropical Atlantic in recent trends. To do244

so we analyse two transient pacemaker experiments with SST-restoring in the North Atlantic and245

Tropical Pacific, respectively, as well as the corresponding CMIP6 historical simulations (all from246

the IPSL-CM6-LR climate model).247

The observed SST trend over the period 1979-2012 (following Li et al. (2016)), along with the248

ensemble mean SST trends from the Historical , North Atlantic and Tropical Pacific pacemaker249

simulations, are shown in Figure 5a-d. The distinct SST trend pattern in the observations, with250

warming across the entire North Atlantic and cooling across much of the Tropical Pacific, is not251

replicated in either the Historical ensemble or the North Atlantic pacemaker ensemble, which252

both have warming across the Tropical and North Pacific. However, the observed SST trend253
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pattern in the the Tropical Pacific pacemaker ensemble is very similar to the observed SST trend254

across the Tropical Pacific and the North Atlantic. The importance of the Tropical Pacific for255

the trends over this period was previously demonstrated by Kosaka and Xie (2013), who found256

this was particularly important for the reduced rate of global warming during the "hiatus" period.257

The dissimilarity of the SST trends in the North Atlantic pacemaker ensemble and observations258

initially appears to contradict the results of Li et al. (2016). However, Li et al. (2016) did not259

use a transient pacemaker setup but instead used an idealised SST-restoring experiment forced260

towards an SST anomaly pattern matching the observed trend, very similar to the SST-restoring261

experiments analysed above. By scaling the IPSL SST-restoring AMV experiment (i.e. Figure 1a)262

to approximately match the magnitude of the observed trend over the North Atlantic - shown in263

Figure 5e - we recover the results of Li et al. (2016), with a global SST trend pattern that is similar264

to the observations.265

So why are the AMV SST-restoring and North Atlantic pacemaker SST trends so different? To266

explore this we consider a simple toy-model of the SST anomaly in the subtropical North Atlantic267

(see Methods). The SST anomaly evolution and equivalent restoring heat-flux from integrating268

this toy-model are shown in in Figures 5f & 5g. Shown are results for two different experimental269

setup in the toy model: the first is a SST-restoring setup, which is the difference between two270

integrations - one targeting a positive anomaly and one targeting a negative anomaly; the second271

is a transient pacemaker setup that targets an evolving prescribed SST anomaly, as in the transient272

pacemaker experiment shown in Figure 5c. In these toy-model simulations the target SSTs are the273

observed SSTs in the case of the pacemaker and the constant equivalent trend in the case of the274

SST-restoring simulation (i.e. Figure 5e).275

In the transient pacemaker toy model, the restoring heat-flux trend (1.6 Wm−2 per 34 yr) is276

around three times weaker than the constant restoring heat-flux (4.9 Wm−
2) in the SST-restoring277

toy model. This is in part because the SST in the Historical simulation exhibits a similar positive278

trend to the observations so less restoring heat-flux is required to follow the target temperature.279

In the proper SST-restoring experiments, the restoring heat-flux in the subtropics (i.e. AMV280

and AMV-Trop experiments) clearly drives anomalous surface heat-flux to the atmosphere (e.g.281

Figure 2). The scaled heat flux corresponding to the equivalent warming trend (i.e. Figure 5e) is282

about 6 Wm−2, which is similar to the restoring heat-flux toy model (4.9 Wm−
2). In the North283
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Atlantic transient pacemaker experiment (i.e. Figure 5c), the subtropical surface heat-flux trend is284

−1.2 ± 2.9 Wm−2 per 34 yr, which is not substantially different from zero and is consistent with285

the weak trend estimated from the toy model. Observational products show similarly negligible286

surface heat-flux trends over the subtropical North Atlantic region in recent decades (Cook and287

Vizy 2020). In the transient pacemaker, the restoring heat-flux is seemingly very weak compared288

to internal variability (and possibly externally forced surface heat-flux variability) and therefore the289

positive surface heat-flux that is present in the constant SST-restoring experiment - which is crucial290

for generating the remote response in the Tropical Pacific - is not present in the North Atlantic291

pacemaker experiment and therefore exhibits a much weaker remote influence on the Pacific. The292

difference between the subtropical North Atlantic surface heat-flux in the transient pacemaker and293

the constant SST-restoring experiments can therefore explain the discrepancy in the pattern of the294

SST trends between these two approaches.295

Discussion296

In this study we have analysed the role of ocean-atmosphere interaction in the AMV and how297

this is represented in SST-restoring simulations, free-running coupled model simulations and298

observations. Whilst both SST-restoring simulations and free-running models exhibit broadly299

similar North Atlantic SST anomalies, the experiments with active SST-restoring in the Tropical300

North Atlantic exhibit strong positive surface heat-fluxes with warm SST anomalies. However,301

the other simulations, the AMV-ExTrop experiments and the free-running coupled models, as well302

as the the limited observational data, demonstrate weakly negative surface heat-fluxes associated303

with warm SST anomalies in the subtropical North Atlantic. Moreover, the positive surface heat-304

fluxes driven by the active SST-restoring in the Tropical North Atlantic are found to be crucial for305

generating a strong precipitation response in the Tropical North Atlantic and the associated remote306

impact on the large-scale Pacific Walker circulation, which are both absent in the simulations307

without active SST-restoring and that more closely resemble the limited observational data. Our308

results suggest that previous studies that invoke the Tropical Atlantic as an important driver of the309

recent multidecadal SST trends in the Tropical Pacific likely exaggerate the influence of the Atlantic310

due to the incorrect sign of the surface heat fluxes in the experiments with active SST-restoring in311

the Tropical Atlantic.312
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To consider why the SST-restoring in the tropics leads to seemingly unrealistic results it is useful313

to revisit mechanisms that have been linked to North Atlantic SST anomalies in the literature.314

Studies using models and observations have shown that anomalous ocean heat flux convergence315

in the midlatitudes contributes to changes in the ocean heat content and associated SST anomalies316

(e.g. Knight et al. 2005; Robson et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2019), linked to changes in the circulation317

of the horizontal gyres (e.g. Williams et al. 2014; Buckley et al. 2015) and the Atlantic Meridional318

Overturning Circulation (e.g. Zhang 2008; Moat et al. 2019). However, the SSTs in the subtropical319

branch of the AMV are typically more intermittent and are largely consistent with being forced320

by surface heat-fluxes (Li et al. 2020; Lai et al. 2022), with the basin-wide coherency resulting321

from a remote teleconnection from the midlatitudes and are amplified by local feedbacks that do322

not directly depend on ocean circulation (e.g. Xie 1999; Clement et al. 2015; Yuan et al. 2016;323

Oelsmann et al. 2020). In fully-coupled models and in available observational data, there are324

surface heat-flux out of the ocean in the midlatitudes (e.g. Gulev et al. 2013; O’Reilly et al. 2016;325

O’Reilly and Zanna 2018), consistent with ocean heat convergence in this region, whereas in the326

tropics the heat fluxes are weakly negative and into the ocean (e.g. Figure 1), consistent with327

being driven by atmospheric processes. The systematically strong upward subtropical surface328

heat-flux associated with the positive AMV in the AMV and AMV-Trop experiments is therefore329

seeming inconsistent with the mechanisms responsible for generating the AMV. As highlighted in330

the above analysis, periods in which there are upward surface heat-flux in the subtropical North331

Atlantic associated with positive SSTs do occur in the coupled models but these are associated332

with a weakening of the Pacific Walker circulation - the opposite of that seen in the SST-restoring333

experiments - and more likely reflect warm subtropical North Atlantic SST anomalies, driven by334

the Tropical Pacific changes, being damped to the atmosphere.335

The results of this study strongly suggest that experiments employing SST-restoring (or prescribed336

SST boundary conditions) in the Tropical North Atlantic are likely to exaggerate the influence of337

SSTs in this region on global climate. In particular the remote impacts of the AMV in these338

experiments, such as those examined here and elsewhere showing the impact on Indo-Pacific SSTs339

(e.g. Li et al. 2016), rely strongly on the SST-restoring in the Tropical North Atlantic - this is340

an important result and mean that the results from these experiments should be treated with a341

degree of caution. The strong influence on the Tropical Pacific is particularly problematic because342
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changes in the SSTs here can themselves generate strong remote teleconnections. For example, a343

remarkable result in the multi-model study of Ruggieri et al. (2021) was that the most consistent344

feature of the extratropical circulation response to the AMV in SST-restoring experiments was the345

strong weakening of the Aleutian Low in the North Pacific, with less consistent response in the346

extratropical North Atlantic. However, the strong weakening of the Aleutian Low is only found347

when SST-restoring is applied in the Tropical North Atlantic (i.e. AMV and AMV-Trop, see Figure348

S11), which our study indicates has an unrealistic influence on the local and remote atmospheric349

response. It is worth highlighting that the use of SST-restoring or prescribed SSTs in the Tropical350

Atlantic to understand the influence of the North Atlantic has been used widely, with at least351

75 published studies based on experiments using such approaches (see Supplementary Text for a352

non-exhaustive list). Our findings suggest that experimental setups that are more cautious with353

where the SST-restoring is applied, such as in the midlatitudes in AMV-ExTrop experiments or354

by applying the restoring seasonally where appropriate (i.e. the Tropical North Atlantic in boreal355

summer; Figures S9 & S10), would avoid exaggerating the influence of the Tropical Atlantic and356

be more suitable for understanding the role of AMV in the global climate system.357

Methods358

SST-restoring experiments359

In this study we examine output from two models that both performed a full set of SST-restoring360

experiments, following the DCPP-C experiments outlined in Boer et al. (2016). The first is361

the IPSL-CM6 fully-coupled ocean-atmosphere model ("IPSL SST-restoring" hereafter) and the362

second is the MetUM-GOML, which is the Global Ocean Mixed-Layer coupled configuration of363

the Met Office Unified Model ("UM SST-restoring" hereafter; Hirons et al. (2015)). In these364

SST-restoring experiments, the model SST is nudged towards either a positive or negative observed365

AMV anomaly pattern, over the following regions:366

• AMV: The entire North Atlantic region (0-65◦N; 80-0◦W).367

• AMV-Trop: The subtropical North Atlantic region (0-30◦N; 80-0◦W).368

• AMV-ExTrop: The extratropical North Atlantic region (30-60◦N; 80-0◦W).369
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For the IPSL pacemaker experiments there are 25 ensemble members for both positive/negative370

SST anomalies. For the UM pacemaker experiments there are 10 ensemble members for both posi-371

tive/negative SST anomalies. All simulations last for 10-years. In the UM pacemaker experiments372

the magnitude of the SST pattern is doubled to increase the signal to noise ratio (Monerie et al.373

2019) - for this reason the IPSL results are shown with a different scaling (i.e. ×2) on some of the374

plots.375

Free-running climate model simulations376

We also use data from models simulations from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project377

6 (CMIP6) archive (Eyring et al. 2016). We analyse data from 318 different CMIP6 Historical378

simulations (between 1870-2014, to match the HadISST observational dataset) from 33 different379

models, totalling ≈ 46000 years of model data. We also analyse data from CMIP6 piControl380

simulations from 16 different models, all of which have at least 250 years of data and several have381

over 1000 years of data, totalling ≈ 11500 years of model data. For both Historical and piControl382

simulations we chose to use all models that were available which had complete data for all the383

variables required for the analysis in this study.384

From the piControl simulations we define simple analogues to compare with the SST-restoring385

simulations by calculating SST indices over the regions corresponding to the AMV, AMV-Trop and386

AMV-ExTrop relaxation in the SST-restoring simulations (as defined above). For these analogues387

we define a positive/negative decade as one in which the SST anomaly averaged over that region388

exceeds a magnitude of 1 standard deviation (defined for each simulation separately, shown for the389

AMV region in Figure S1). Whilst other papers have considered different definitions of the AMV390

(or AMO in some studies), such as removing a global mean signal (e.g. ), here we take the simplest391

approach to most cleanly compare to the SST-restoring simulations. As a result, there appears to392

be a global mean SST signal that appears in the piControl composites, possibly due to the aliasing393

(or contribution) of the AMV to the global mean surface temperature that has been previously394

documented in the CMIP6 piControl simulations (Parsons et al. 2020).395

To complement the coupled model simulation we also use data from the AMIP-hist simulations396

from the CMIP6 archive, which allow us to understand how the atmosphere responds to SSTs in397

the absence of any oceanic response to the atmosphere. These simulations are an extended version398
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of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulations forced with prescribed399

observed SST boundary conditions over the period 1870-2014. We analyse data from 49 different400

AMIP-hist simulations.401

Transient pacemaker experiments402

For the final part of the Results section we examine trends from two transient pacemaker exper-403

iments using the IPSL-CM6 model. These simulations are the same as for the Historical CMIP6404

simulations but with SSTs in (i) the North Atlantic and (ii) the Tropical Pacific, forced towards405

an 12-month low-pass filtered temperature anomaly taken from observations following the DCPP406

experimental protocol (Boer et al. 2016). These transient pacemaker experiments are different from407

the SST-restoring experiments in that the the SST target pattern is constantly evolving, whereas the408

target SSTs are fixed in the SST-restoring experiments. The transient pacemaker experiments also409

have evolving external forcing (as in the Historical CMIP6 simulations), whereas the SST-restoring410

experiments have fixed external forcing. Each of the transient pacemakers was performed with 10411

ensemble members over the period 1920-2014.412

Observational datasets413

In addition to the model simulations we analyse observational SST data from the HadISST dataset414

(Rayner et al. 2003), which is available from 1870. We use sea-level pressure (SLP) data from the415

HadSLP2 dataset (Allan and Ansell 2006), which is a gridded dataset produced using a statistical416

optimal interpolation method. We also use SLP and surface heat-flux data from the 20th Century417

Reanalysis (20CR) v3 dataset (Compo et al. 2011; Slivinski et al. 2019), which is a reanalysis418

dataset which only assimilates surface pressure observations and is forced by observed SSTs at the419

lower boundary.420

The heat-flux from the 20CR dataset should be treated with some caution because it is a derived421

indirectly from the assimilating model rather than from direct observations (as in other reanalysis422

products) and because the number of observations in the subtropical North Atlantic is substantially423

less than in the midlatitudes. However, the constraint of the large-scale atmospheric circulation424

at the surface and the SST boundary condition from below can provide useful constraints, as425

demonstrated by comparison to direct observational estimates by (Gulev et al. 2013). The impact426
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of the assimilated observations can be estimated by comparing the 20CR results to those of from427

the AMIP-hist simulations (i.e. in Figure 2), which are in some ways similar to a reanalysis like428

but with the absence of any observational assimilation and merely forced by an prescribed SSTs429

from observations. In the Tropical North Atlantic the 20CR and AMIP-hist simulations behave430

quite differently, indicating that the assimilation of the in-situ surface pressure observations plays431

an important role in determining the behaviour seen in 20CR.432

In the analysis here we focus on 10-year (or decadal) means, following the length of the SST-433

restoring simulations. The datasets from the CMIP6 models and observations were converted into434

non-overlapping 10-year means. All the model and observational dataset were interpolated to a435

common regular 5◦x5◦ resolution grid. The historical and observational datasets were linearly436

detrended prior to the analysis to be consistent with previous studies (e.g. Gulev et al. 2013),437

however, the qualitative conclusions drawn here are not sensitive to this detrending.438

Toy model of SST evolution439

To analyse the influence of the SST-restoring heat-fluxes we use a simple toy-model of the SST440

anomaly, T ′:441

C
∂T ′

∂t
= −

C

τr
(T ′−T ′

target)−
C

τclim

(T ′−T ′
clim), (1)

where the first term on the r.h.s. is restoring heat-flux towards the target temperature anomaly on442

timescale τr = 60 days (as in the SST-restoring experiments), the second term is a slower damping443

towards a background/climatological temperature on timescale τclim = 365 days and C is the heat444

capacity of a mixed layer of depth 50m.445

The model integrations in the text were performed by initialising the model at T ′
= 0 at the start446

of the integration in 1978. The model was then integrated forward until 2012 with a time-step of447

one day. For the SST-relaxation toy model runs, the T ′
target was set to constant values of ±0.4 with a448

background value of T ′
clim = 0. The difference of these two runs was then calculated and is shown449

in Figure 5g. For the transient pacemaker toy-model runs, the T ′
target was set to the 12-month450

low-pass filtered observed SST (from HadISST) in the subtropical North Atlantic region. The451

background value, T ′
clim was set to the 12-month low-pass filtered (25-member) ensemble mean452

SST from the CMIP6 Historical simulations from the IPSL model. The SST-restoring heat-flux was453

taken as the right hand side of equation 1. The conclusions are not overly sensitive to the relaxation454
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timescales, with similar qualitative results found for τr < τclim, which is clearly justified based on455

the clear impact of the SST-relaxation in the SST-restoring and transient pacemaker experiments.456

Significance testing and uncertainty estimates457

We estimate significance of the differences between positive and negative AMV composites (i.e.458

Figure 1) using a Monte Carlo resampling in which the positive and negative subsets are combined459

and then split into random subsets with the same numbers as the original subsets. The difference460

of these random subsets is recorded and the process repeated 10000 times to give a measure of the461

significance of the difference.462

For the observational regression plots in Figure 2 we use a Monte Carlo phase randomisation463

technique (e.g. Ebisuzaki 1997) which generates surrogate indices with the same spectral charac-464

teristics (and therefore similar autocorrelation) as the AMV index being analysed. The regression465

calculation is then repeated for 10000 random indices to give an estimate of the significance level.466
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Obs. SST regression (HadISST) Obs. Qnet regression (20CR)

(s) (t)

Fig. 1. (a-i) SST difference between SST+ and SST- 10-year periods for the AMV, AMV-Trop and AMV-

ExTrop regions (indicated by the black boxes). These are shown for the SST-restoring experiments for the IPSL

and UM models; for the free-running coupled PiControl simulations the SST+ and SST- decades are decades

in which the SST in the region is above/below one standard deviation from the mean. (j-r) Surface heat-flux,

Qnet (defined as positive upwards), difference between SST+ and SST- 10-year periods for the AMV, AMV-Trop

and AMV-ExTrop regions. Hatching indicates where the differences are not significant at the 95% level, based

on a Monte Carlo resampling performed 10000 times (see Methods). (s) Decadal SST anomalies (HadISST,

1870-2014) and (t) Qnet anomalies (20CR, 1870-2014) regressed onto a normalised decadal SST index averaged

over the AMV region. Hatching in (s,t) indicates where the regression coefficients are not significant at the 95%

level, based on a Monte Carlo phase randomisation test (see Methods).
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Fig. 2. Scatter plots of decadal surface heat-flux (Qnet) anomalies (defined positive upwards) versus decadal

SST anomalies over the midlatitude North Atlantic region (shown by green boxes in Figure 1) for (a) the idealised

IPSL pacemaker experiments, (b) the idealised UM pacemaker experiments, (c) Historical simulations, and (d)

piControl simulations. Each dot shows a value averaged over a different 10-year period and simulation and the

ellipses show the two-dimensional Gaussian probability density function calculated across all the dots shown.

The black dots show the decadal anomalies from the observational datasets (i.e. HadISST and 20CR). (e-h)

As in (a-d) but for anomalies over the subtropical North Atlantic region (shown by green boxes in Figure 1).

Also shown is the regression of decadal surface heat-flux anomalies onto decadal SST anomalies for (i) the

midlatitude North Atlantic region and (j) the subtropical North Atlantic region. The regressions were calculated

for all unique 140-year periods in the historical and piControl simulations and the box and whiskers show the

5th-25th-50th-75th-95th percentiles of these distributions. For the SST-restoring experiments 10000 random

140-year periods (i.e. 14 decades) were sampled and constructed from the ensemble members to calculate the

regression; the box and whiskers show the distribution across these random samples for each experiment. The

crosses and dotted lines show the equivalent regression coefficient calculated from the observational datasets.

The vertical black lines are an estimate of the 5-95% confidence limits of the regression coefficient calculated

from the observations, calculated using a block bootstrap resampling with replacement using a block length of

20-years (repeated 10000 times).
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(j) (k)

Fig. 3. (a-i) Precipitation difference between SST+ and SST- 10-year periods for the AMV, AMV-Trop and

AMV-ExTrop regions (indicated by the black boxes). These are shown for the SST-restoring experiments for

the IPSL and UM models; for the free-running coupled PiControl simulations the SST+ and SST- decades are

decades in which the SST in the region is above/below one standard deviation from the mean. Hatching indicates

where the differences are significant at the 95% level, based on a Monte Carlo resampling performed 10000

times (see Methods). (j) Gaussian distributions of the decadal tropical North Atlantic precipitation anomalies

in the different ensembles (averaged over region shown in panels (a-i). (k) Regression of decadal precipitation

anomalies onto decadal SST anomalies for the subtropical North Atlantic region. The regressions were calculated

for all unique 140-year periods in the historical and piControl simulations and the box and whiskers show the

5th-25th-50th-75th-95th percentiles of these distributions. For the SST-restoring experiments 10000 random

140-year periods (i.e. 14 decades) were sampled and constructed from the ensemble members to calculate the

regression; the box and whiskers show the distribution across these random samples for each experiment.
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Fig. 4. Decadal Pacific Walker circulation anomalies for SST+ and SST- ensembles for the SST-restoring

simulations. Also shown are the equivalent for the SST+ and SST- periods from the free-running historical

and piControl CMIP6 simulations. Each dot indicates a single decadal period from one simulation, the darker

shading indicates the interquartile range of the distributions and the circles with the "plus" and "minus" signs

show the ensemble mean anomalies for the SST+ and SST- ensemble simulations, respectively. The circles

surrounding the "plus" and "minus" signs are black and emboldened when the difference in the ensemble mean

are significantly different at the 95% level based on a t-test. The equivalent data points are also shown for two

observational datasets, 20CR and HadSLP2, with each decade shown by a cross.
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Fig. 5. SST trend over the period 1979-2012 in (a) observed SSTs from HadISST; (b) Historical IPSL ensemble

mean; (c) North Atlantic IPSL pacemaker ensemble mean; (d) Tropical Pacific pacemaker ensemble mean; (e)

Scaled IPSL SST-relaxation difference (i.e. scaled version of Figure 1a). (f) Subtropical SST anomaly evolution

from the SST-restoring toy model discussed in the text (examining the trend and effective trend shown in panels

(c) & (e)), shown for an idealised AMV SST-relaxation simulation, North Atlantic pacemaker, along with the

ensemble mean subtropical SST anomaly from the IPSL historical simulation. (g) Restoring heat-flux evolution

for the toy model simulations shown in (f); the dashed line shows the toy model pacemaker trend.
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